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nation in education, founding universities and schools for
Chinese, Japanese, and even Western learning, which
through English, Dutch, and Portuguese merchants and
sailors now begins to penetrate Japan. But a policy of
isolation is maintained, and when the missionaries of
Rome appear they are first welcomed with courtesy and
interest, as in India and China, but later fiercely per-
secuted as catspaws of imperialism.
For about fifty years, 1675-1725, there was a renais-
sance of literature, and the whole era is marked by a
growing popularization of culture.
In the ruling classes and among successful merchants
the Neo-Confucianism of Sung has played a great part.
First, under the patronage of leyasu, Fujiwara Teikwa
(1560-1619) and his great pupil Hayashi Reizan (1583-
1657) drew students to their lectures on Chu Hsi; and
this rationalism was welcomed by all who disliked the
other-worldliness of Buddhism, as well as by some who
resented the intrigues of the monks.
But the intuitionism of Wang Yang Ming is better suited
to the Japanese mind, and found many exponents—while
others began to show that eclecticism for which Japanese
are noted, and Confucian and Shinto ideas began to mingle
and to be fused, often animated by contempt of Buddhism
and by the desire to nationalize Chinese culture on Japanese
soil. This is one great note of the age: a revived interest
in everything Japanese, the old poetry, the old drama, the
old national cult, led to commentaries on the Kojiki by
Motoori Norinaga (1730-1801), and treatises on such
works as the Manyoshu and Genji Monagatari by Kamo
Mabuchi (1697-1769), and his master Kada Azumamaro
(i 669-1736). Theprocesswas begun by a Buddhist monk,
Keichiu, but soon developed on more secular lines, and
was actuated by anti-religious as well as anti-foreign bias.
Japanese culture for Japan was in effect its watchword.
The drama flourished as never before and Chikamatsu
Monzaemon (1653-1724) produced thirty or more plays
of modern life, and about seventy historic dramas* He had
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